MAKING A REFERRAL

Partners in Recovery (PIR)
is a Commonwealth funded
mental health initiative that aims to
better support people with severe
and persistent mental illness with
complex needs,
and their carers and families.
A coordinated and integrated
approach is used to ensure that PIR
consumers receive the best possible
services and supports.
PIR support participants in
transitioning to the National
Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS).

To refer to Partners in Recovery or to speak
to the team about a potential referral, please call
the Support Facilitator in your region.
REGION

AGENCY

PHONE

GREATER BUNBURY

CHORUS

9792 6759

GREATER BUNBURY

FORREST PERSONNEL INC.

9792 3333

SOUTH WEST COASTAL

LAMP INC.

9754 1834

WARREN BLACKWOOD

LAMP INC.

9761 2088

GREATER ALBANY

CHORUS

9892 6666

WHEATBELT

AVIVO

9621 7900

NARROGIN CORRIDOR

FORREST PERSONNEL INC.

9881 6706

SOUTH WEST WA REGION

South West WA Partners in Recovery services are provided by
host agencies Chorus,
Lamp Inc, Forrest Personnel Inc and AVIVO. The program is
proudly led by Chorus.

SOUTH WEST WA REGION

WHAT IS PARTNERS IN RECOVERY?

WORKING TOGETHER TOWARDS
MENTAL WELLBEING

WHAT IS PARTNERS IN RECOVERY?

INDIVIDUALS THAT MEET THE
FOLLOWING ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA
CAN ACCESS PIR:
Appear to have a severe and
persistent mental illness
Have complex needs that require
services from multiple agencies

PIR OBJECTIVES INCLUDE:
Facilitating improved coordination and
collaboration of community services to deliver ‘wrap around’ care
Improving referral pathways for the PIR target group
Strengthening partnerships in delivering
services to the PIR target group
Promoting a community based recovery
model to underpin community services
for the PIR target group.

Require substantial support and
assistance to engage with the
various services to meet their
needs

Have no existing coordination
arrangements in place to assist
them to access the necessary
services, or where they are in
place, those arrangements have
failed, have contributed to the
problems experienced by the
individual, and are likely to be
addressed by acceptance into
PIR, and
The individual or their legal
guardian has indicated a
willingness to participate
in PIR.

